Custom of the Country: Trusts and Marriage Planning in High-Wealth Families

by Allison Tait*

“Even now, however, [Undine] was not always happy. She had everything she wanted, but she still felt, at times, that there were other things she might want if she knew about them.”

—Edith Wharton, The Custom of the Country (1913)

Introduction

That marriage has always been a property arrangement in some form or another – particularly for those families and couples with property to arrange – is a truism. It is a truism because marriage has significant property implications for the intended spouses, with the result that financial planning around marriage is both a historical and continuing reality, despite changes in the social and economic norms governing marriage. Moreover, the wealth management industry has, past and present, trained its eye and its expertise on marriage planning as part of a family’s larger wealth planning, offering services and products to help mitigate the economic risk of marriage to family wealth preservation. In particular, wealth managers and lawyers have long recommended that families pay close attention to the effects of divorce because “the divorce of a family member . . . can paralyse a [wealth] structure and produce major problems and uncertainty for the family members who have a stake in the family wealth structures.”¹ Divorce, these advisors warn, presents a particularly grave danger because it redistributes fam-
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ily wealth in ways that the advisors characterize as not only undesirable but unjust: “[L]aws designed to protect a spouse can be abused to provide a spouse with rights to family businesses and wealth that by no stretch of the imagination should they have access to.”

In recent decades, prenuptial agreements – contracts entered into before marriage that detail how property will be divided in the case of divorce – have caught the attention of legal commentators and planners as well as the popular press. Pre-nuptial agreements, or prenups, are likely the most well-known mechanism available to help couples prepare for and contract around the deep financial entwinement of marriage. Articles appear regularly in various media forms discussing the benefits and detriments of prenups, how different age groups use prenups,

---


Prenups, however, have had a surprisingly short history of use, and it was not until 1983, when the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws approved the Uniform Premarital Agreement Act (UPAA), that they gained widespread acceptance with courts and subsequently legal advisors.\footnote{Peter T. Leeson & Joshua Pierson, \textit{Prenup}, 45 J. LEGAL STUD. 367, 371 (2016).} Before that time, courts routinely considered prenups to be per se invalid and refused to enforce them, claiming that “[t]hey undermined the institution of marriage by encouraging divorce and abrogating the state-established obligations of matrimony.”\footnote{Id. at 371. \textit{See also} Bix, \textit{supra} note 3, at 145.}

Even now, while the actual number of couples who sign prenuptial agreements is unknown, that number is relatively small\footnote{Because prenuptial agreements are private, it is almost impossible to know how many couples have them. Recent estimates suggest that between 3-5\% of marrying couples have these kinds of contracts. \textit{Interesting Prenuptial Agreement Statistics} (May 20, 2017), http://brandongaille.com/18-interesting-prenuptial-agreement-statistics [perma.cc/2HZR3YMR] (“Only 3\% of people who have a spouse or are planning on getting married in the near future have a prenuptial agreement.”). For a discussion of the reasons why so few people use prenuptial agreements, \textit{see} http://140.247.200.140/programs/olin_center/papers/pdf/436.pdf.} and objections to prenups remain plentiful, focusing on the idea that executing a prenup is a form of “planning for failure.” As one matrimonial lawyer remarks: “[L]ike a self-fulfilling prophecy, the prenup might itself plant the seed for exactly that outcome that the parties fear the most—a divorce!”\footnote{Chaim Steinberger, \textit{The Perils of Prenup}, 263 N.Y.L.J. 1 (2020), https://www.manhattan-law.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/The-Perils-of-Prenups.pdf.}

What gets forgotten in these discussions about prenuptial agreements and marriage planning is the trust. While prenups have most recently been the focus of attention, they have never been the sole or even the preferred mechanism for protecting
family money from the perceived perils of divorce. In fact, the conventional mechanism for protecting family money in high-wealth families has, over time, been relatively constant: the family trust. Trust-based marriage settlements flourished historically both in England and the United States and family trusts are still widely used in high-wealth circles to mitigate spousal claims to family wealth. What is more, if there was any doubt of the trust’s utility in this respect, a new generation of asset protection trusts – designed to compete with offshore asset protection trusts – has revitalized the use of asset protection trusts in premarital planning by offering enhanced protections.11 Asset protection trusts are, accordingly, specifically marketed as an alternative to prenuptial contracts and trust companies are explicitly promoting their products as a superior form of asset management for those on the brink of marriage.

This article takes up the question of asset protection trusts being used as substitutes for prenuptial – or, in some cases, postnuptial – contracts, and presses on questions concerning how they work, how trust companies market the new generation of trusts, the judicial treatment of these trusts in court, and how to think about the purported benefits when weighed against harms to spouses, the idea of marital partnership, and equality values. The article begins in Part I with a brief history of the usage of family trusts in marital planning, both in England and the United States, and details, through an examination of recent cases, how these family trusts established by third parties continue to successfully protect family wealth at divorce. Part II examines the arrival of new asset protection trusts in American states – domestic asset protection trusts (DAPTs) – and explains how they work and what various state rules governing these trusts look like. This Part also analyzes cases dealing with these trusts that are beginning to show up on divorce court dockets. Finally, Part III takes up the question of what harms these premarital trusts produce by displacing marital norms of economic partnership and entrenching particularly gendered forms of wealth inequality. Ultimately, trusts used as mechanisms for marriage planning are a time-honored tradition in high-wealth families and have, both historically and currently, worked to further family wealth pres-

11 See infra Part II. A.
ervation. What is important to recognize is that this legally sanctioned mode of wealth preservation comes with certain costs since it damages equality values, both within and without of marriage.

I. Trusts, Marriage Settlements, and Family Wealth Preservation

The connection between trusts and premarital planning, in England and America, is long-standing and discretionary spendthrift trusts have regularly served the needs of high-wealth families seeking to protect family fortunes from creditors, including spouses who marry into (and divorce out) of the family. These trusts accommodate the wealth preservation desires of elite families by taking ownership and control out of the hands of family-member beneficiaries and vesting it instead in a trustee, who controls not only the investment but also the distribution of the trust assets. This Part explores the historical use of premarital trusts in England and how, subsequently, the usage of these trusts was both imported and embraced by American families pursuing the same goal of family wealth preservation.

A. A Brief History of Trusts and Marriage

As enthusiasts of English history and novels know, elite and aristocratic families have historically exploited property forms including the entail and intricate trusts to keep family land and wealth from erosion or fractionation. In early modern England, trusts were the building blocks of complex marriage settlements and a marriage was an important moment not only for negotiating terms with an intended spouse’s family but also to revise terms in the family trust in order to reflect the formation of a new family generation. The trust was central to this type of estate planning because the trust accommodated the desire of families to limit access to trust principal, restrict the sale of estate assets, and make assets available for the benefit of one spouse but not the other. Exploiting these trust features, each family

13 On the use of trusts in these settlements, see generally Lloyd Bonfield, Marriage Settlements, 1601-1740 (1883).
sought to protect – and, if possible, enhance – their family patrimony. This was especially important for the bride’s family since the wife’s property rights were subsumed into the husband’s right upon marriage through coverture rules. Accordingly, these agreements stipulated the bride’s dowry, what assets the couple could access during the marriage, and what assets would return to the spouse’s family of origin at death if there were no heirs to carry on the family line.14 Moreover, families marrying off their daughters routinely took precautions to protect the family wealth during the marriage in case the spouse turned out to be an unabashed spendthrift or otherwise likely to dissipate the wife’s fortune. Samuel Johnson blithely summarized this instinct, stating: “It is mighty foolish to let a stranger have [your estate] because he marrie[d] your daughter.”15

In the United States, colonies imported the traditional trust forms from England and retained them after gaining independence and statehood, thereby allowing high-wealth families with assets to use the trust in marriage planning, just as their aristocratic counterparts in England did. And at the end of the nineteenth century as states increasingly began to allow for absolute divorce, the asset protection features of the trust became even more useful. Two trust features in particular were key to protecting family money at divorce: spendthrift provisions and discretionary trust terms. Spendthrift provisions16 in trusts were a useful tool because they prohibited alienation of trust assets and effectively barred divorcing spouses from making a claim on

---


15 James Boswell, Boswell’s Life of Johnson 520 (1904).

16 A spendthrift trust, in its most basic form, is a trust containing a provision stating that the beneficiary cannot voluntarily alienate her interest in the trust. Because of this restriction, creditors cannot attach the beneficiary’s interest nor can they obtain a court order to attach a future distribution. This holds true even if the beneficiary is entitled to mandatory distributions and has funds available to satisfy creditors. See Jesse Dukeminier & Robert H. Sitkoff, Wills, Trusts, and Estates 695–96 (9th ed. 2013).
funds that had been put in trust for the other spouse. Spendthrift trusts subsequently became a useful tool that helped families shelter assets from creditors, including spouses. In 1896, for example, a Texas appellate court upheld the use of a spendthrift trust to keep assets held in trust for the benefit of the husband from being counted as community property. In McClelland v. McClelland, Dora McClelland sued her ex-husband seeking rental income from property that had been left to her ex-husband by his father. The court concluded that if “the income arising from the estate was not available” to the husband, then it was not available to the wife as community property upon divorce. To allow the wife an interest in the trust income, the court reasoned, would be to diminish and harm “the right of the testator.” The spendthrift provision did exactly what it was supposed to do and protected the husband’s family money when divorce claims threatened.

The second feature that families depended upon to protect family assets, during marriage and at divorce, was use of discretionary terms to safeguard assets and bar creditors (including a divorcing spouse). Highly discretionary distribution terms, terms that vested discretion over distributions to the trustee, accomplished (and still accomplish) this goal of wealth protection by stripping the beneficiary of guaranteed income. When income from these trusts was not guaranteed to the beneficiary and was distributable only at the trustee’s discretion, the money in trust was not available to creditors unless and until the beneficiary actually received a distribution. The validity of these trusts, like spendthrift trusts, was affirmed by American courts at the end of the nineteenth century and early into the twentieth century again on the basis of donor freedom. In the famous 1926 case of Hamilton v. Drogo, a New York court protected the assets put in trust for William Drogo, Duke of Manchester, by his mother, disallow-

17 Bradley v. Palmer, 61 N.E. 856, 881–82 (Ill. 1901) (explaining that the mother created a spendthrift trust for her son, who was an extravagant spender and an alcoholic, and stated specifically that “in no case shall any of such income be applied to the support or maintenance of my said son’s wife; and the same shall never be amenable to any order or judgment of a court which his said wife might obtain for alimony, support, or for any other cause”).
19 Id.
ing creditor interference until a distribution was made. The court stated: “In the present case no income may ever become due to the judgment debtor. We may not interfere with the discretion which the testatrix has vested in the trustee any more than her son may do.”

Both of these asset protection features made the trust a highly valuable tool for families engaging in wealth transfer and wealth preservation. Moreover, the features could be used together to provide a maximal level of protection, all but ensuring that spouses would not have a claim to family wealth if and when conflict arose.

B. The Continuing Advantages of Family Trusts

Discretionary spendthrift trusts – tested and refined by these previous generations of wealthy families – still play a large role in protecting family assets from irresponsible spending, bad investments, and the claims of a divorcing spouse. The modern rule, in fact, looks very much like the early-modern rule: courts generally do not include trust interests in the marital estate at divorce nor do they include trust interest as income when calculating spousal or child support unless the beneficiary has a present interest in the trust. Fully discretionary trusts take away that present interest and beneficiaries of a discretionary spendthrift trust are considered to possess nothing more than a speculative interest in the trust assets—a “mere expectancy”—because they do not have a guaranteed right to distributions from the trust. Following this rule, Missouri, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Wisconsin include trust interests in the marital estate at divorce only when the beneficiary has a present possessory interest or the right to withdraw trust assets. Massachusetts courts have similarly concluded that any interest in a discretionary trust is not

21 See Jonathan W. Wolfe, How a Trust May Impact Your Divorce Case, FAM. ADVOC., Fall 2015, at 14-15 (noting that while some states have “a breadth of precedent” governing this issue, other states have few, if any, reported decisions).
22 Id at 17. New Jersey courts have routinely held that a beneficiary spouse’s trust interest does not constitute marital property unless the beneficiary has acquired “unimpaired control and totally free use and enjoyment” of the trust assets. See Mey v. Mey, 398 A.2d 88, 92 (N.J. 1979); see also Paulson v. Paulson, 783 N.W.2d 262, 271 (N.D. 2010); Friebel v. Friebel, 510 N.W.2d 767, 769 (Wis. Ct. App. 1993).
includable in the marital estate: “[A] party’s beneficial interest in a discretionary trust . . . because of the peculiar nature of such a trust . . . is too remote or speculative to be so included.”23 The Colorado Supreme Court, in agreement, concluded in In re Marriage of Jones that, “unlike a vested retirement plan, the beneficiary of a discretionary trust has no contractual or enforceable right to income or principal from the trust, and cannot force any action by the trustee unless the trustee performs dishonestly or does not act at all.”24

One example of the successful use of a discretionary spendthrift trust in shielding assets from a spouse’s claim at divorce came to light in the 1985 case, duPont v. Southern National Bank of Houston, Texas.25 The court noted at the beginning of the opinion: “This case illustrates once again the unfortunate verity that the family, although ideally a nurturer of love and affection, often succumbs to the corrosive influence of avarice and financial calculation.”26 The case, broadly speaking, was about the efforts of Eugene duPont III, the “patriarch of the family,” to rescind an irrevocable discretionary trust that he had created in 1972 with his child and his spouse as the primary beneficiaries. The lower court noted that duPont had “established the Trust largely to prevent his then-wife, Joanne A. duPont, from obtaining his property in the event of a divorce. Having since divorced Joanne duPont and remarried, duPont III now wishes to return the Trust property to his own control.”27 That is to say, the trust was created during the marriage to mitigate potential damaging effects of divorce on the duPont fortune – and the trust did just that. When duPont and his wife divorced in 1978, duPont claimed that the assets in the trust – which included several family homes as well as family heirlooms, such as “a soup tureen and plates” – could not be included as part of the marital estate. And the court agreed. Moreover, excluding the trust properties and their in-

24 In re Marriage of Jones, 812 P.2d 1152, 1156–1158 (Colo. 1991) (concluding “[t]o the extent that it has already not done so, the trial court on remand should consider the wife’s interest in the trust as an economic circumstance” and a discretionary factor when allocating property and awarding support). Id. at 1158.
26 Id. at 877.
27 Id.
come, duPont’s liabilities exceeded his assets, with the result that the divorce settlement for duPont’s spouse was small in comparison to the scope of the family assets. The spouse, Joanne duPont, “received $70,000 in alimony and $10,000 in child-support per year, as compared to duPont III’s average Trust income of $1.1 million.”

Ultimately, duPont failed in his quest to rescind the trust – nevertheless the trust had done its work on behalf of the duPont family money at the moment of divorce.

More recently, the 2016 Massachusetts case of Pfannenstiehl v. Pfannenstiehl provided an exemplary instance of how discretionary trusts work by design to preserve family wealth. In Pfannenstiehl, the couple married in 2000 and during the twelve-year marriage, the husband worked as an assistant bookstore manager at one of his father’s subsidiary corporations, earning approximately $170,000 annually. In 2004, the husband’s father established a discretionary spendthrift trust meant to “to provide for the comfortable support, health, maintenance, welfare and education of each or all members of such class” for the benefit of the father’s “issue” as an open class. From the time of the trust’s creation in 2004 until the divorce, only Curt and his two siblings had received any distributions and Curt’s distributions over that period totaled approximately $800,000. The court noted that these distributions, as well as gifts from Curt’s family, enabled the couple to enjoy “an upper middle-class lifestyle. They owned a home valued at in excess of $700,000, as well as other real estate, took several vacations each year, and belonged to a country club.” Curt’s wife, who had been in the Army Reserves, retired from that job in 2004 at the behest of her husband, to stay at home with their special needs daughter and dedicate more time to being a “homemaker and caretaker.” The wife did work part time as an ultrasound technician and earned approximately $22,672 annually.

---

28 Id. at 878.
29 Id. at 888. “Having made one disposition of his property to shield it from his former wife, he now seeks a different result. We agree with the district court that duPont III has not justified revoking or reforming the Trust, which by its terms is irrevocable.” Id. at 888.
31 Id. at 937.
32 Id at 936
33 Id. She earned another $7,428 in rental income. Id.
During the divorce proceedings, the issue arose whether the present value of the husband’s interest in the trust – which was then valued at approximately $25 million – could be considered part of the marital estate.\textsuperscript{34} The trial court judge valued the husband’s interest to be approximately $2 million and included it in the marital estate, a decision that the appellate court affirmed.\textsuperscript{35} The trial court judge “found that the distributions to Curt ceased when he filed the complaint for divorce because the trustees deemed it too risky to distribute funds to Curt at a time when he might be required to share the funds with Diane, a nonbeneficiary.”\textsuperscript{36} And in affirming the decision, the appellate court specifically reiterated this point, noting that the husband’s monthly distributions from the trust, made relatively regularly since 2007, stopped “precisely on the eve of the husband’s divorce filing.”\textsuperscript{37} The appellate court then remarked: “[T]he spendthrift provision is being invoked as a subterfuge to mask the husband’s income stream and thwart the division of the marital estate in the divorce.”\textsuperscript{38} What had happened, the appellate court concluded, was that “as the divorce began, ‘the proverbial family wagons circled the family money.’”\textsuperscript{39}

Once the case reached the Massachusetts Supreme Court, however, the tide turned. That court disagreed with the lower court rulings and returned to the conventional analytic framework for assessing the availability of a trust interest. Keeping in line with conventional doctrine, the court concluded that the husband’s trust interest was “so speculative as to constitute nothing more than [an] expectancy,” and consequently was not includable in the marital estate.\textsuperscript{40} The court observed:

> Interests in discretionary trusts generally are . . . too remote for inclusion in a marital estate, because the interest is not “present [and] enforceable”; the beneficiary must rely on the trustee’s exercise of

\textsuperscript{34} Id. at 937–38.
\textsuperscript{35} Id.
\textsuperscript{36} Id. at 937.
\textsuperscript{38} Id.
\textsuperscript{39} Id. at 21.
\textsuperscript{40} Pfannenstiehl, 55 N.E.3d at 935 (quoting Adams v. Adams, 945 N.E.2d 844, 859 (Mass. 2011)).
discretion, does not have a present right to use the trust principal, and cannot compel distributions.\textsuperscript{41}

The wife lost and the trust assets remained safe—protected by the “family wagons.” The very best result for the wife, within this framework of analysis, was to have the husband’s assets considered as one among many factors at the distribution phase and in the determination of spousal support.\textsuperscript{42}

Many trust lawyers hailed the outcome, relieved that the court did not undo the trust’s asset protection features.\textsuperscript{43} The husband’s lawyer expressed his satisfaction with the ruling, invoking the traditional justification of donor intent: “[The husband’s father] did not intend . . . for an ex-spouse to get part of his estate, and that’s what the court is upholding.”\textsuperscript{44} Another commentator wrote: “This is a relief to those who draft trusts for the purpose of ‘asset protection.’”\textsuperscript{45} Other commentators, how-

\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 940.

\textsuperscript{42} The other right that an ex-spouse has to trust assets is as an exception creditor in states that have adopted the Uniform Trust Code (UTC). This right does not help divorcing spouses reach trust assets during a divorce but allows ex-spouses to potentially reach trust assets to satisfy obligations already written into a divorce judgment. In these states, an ex-spouse with a divorce judgment can try to pierce a trust and make the income available for spousal or child support payments if they are in arrears. With discretionary trusts, the UTC states that a court may order a distribution to satisfy a court order for either spousal or child support, but only to “[t]he extent a trustee has not complied with a standard of distribution or has abused a discretion.” UNIF. TRUST CODE § 504(c) (UNIF. LAW COMM’N 2000). This is a high bar to reach for and, moreover, a court cannot direct a trustee to distribute more than the trustee should have distributed absent the abuse of discretion.


\textsuperscript{45} Matthew Solomon, Words Matter: Pfannenstiehl Overruled by Supreme Judicial Court, ISRAEL, VAN KOY & DAYS, LLC, http://www.yourfamilymat terslawblog.com/words-matter-pfannenstiehl-overruled-by-supreme-judicial-court/ [perma.cc/DYQ7-PH7P] (last visited July 15, 2017). Practitioners have relied on the asset protection features of the trust and continue to recommend them as safeguards against the negative results of a divorce.
ever, have been less enthusiastic about the outcome, mentioning that “[t]he equities of this case appear to favor Diane.”\textsuperscript{46} Whatever analytic tension might surround the outcome, however, what the Massachusetts court made abundantly clear in \textit{Pfannenstiehl} is that third-party discretionary spendthrift trusts continue to be an unmistakably effective mechanism for keeping assets from a divorcing spouse, even when created during the marriage.\textsuperscript{47}

\section*{II. Self-Made Money and “Selfie” Premarital Trusts}

In the twenty-first century, family trusts that protect the beneficiary-spouses still retain their utility and their power to help families preserve their wealth. In the last several decades, third party trusts are . . . effective in protecting the income and principal of the trust from the beneficiary’s divorcing spouse. In its simplest terms, for example, the parents or grandparents create a trust for the benefit of their child/grandchild who is about to marry . . . [and] if one of the goals of the trust is to avoid a beneficiary’s spouse from claiming any income or principal from the trust, one might consider giving the trustee . . . absolute discretion in distributing the income and assets of the trust. With this “absolute discretion” provision the funds can protected from being used for marital purposes or included as an asset or stream of income if a beneficiary’s marriage ends in divorce.


\textsuperscript{46} Harry S. Margolis, \textit{Does Pfannenstiehl Case Undermine Asset Protection in Massachusetts?}, \texttt{MARGOLIS & BLOOM, LLP}, (Sept. 22, 2015), http://www.margolis.com/our-blog/does-recent-divorce-undermine-centuries-of-spendthrift-trust-law[perma.cc/6HYP-LWRD]. In addition, questions about the independence of the trustee, the decanting of the trust, and the ability of the court to encompass separate property into the marital estate using Massachusetts’s hotchpot approach have continued to cast doubt on the result.


however, a new breed of asset protection trusts has proliferated and increased the use of trusts in marital planning by making asset protection trusts available to an expanded class of users—individuals who want to create trusts with their own money while retaining a modicum of control over the assets. This Part explores the phenomenon of this new generation of asset protection trusts becoming available across the United States, the strategies of trust companies and practitioners for marketing these trusts as an alternative to prenups, and how these new “prenup trusts” are faring in court.

A. The New Generation of Asset Protection Trusts

In the last several decades, prodigious changes to trust law in a number of states have created new opportunities for wealth preservation, providing asset protection far beyond what already exists while also reshaping conventional trust rules. The largest change in trust law over the past decades has been the introduction and adoption of Domestic Asset Protection Trusts (DAPTs). What is new about these asset protection trusts is that they allow the settlor to be a beneficiary and even a trustee of an irrevocable trust and still obtain the asset protection features long associated with discretionary spendthrift trusts. This development is in contravention of the traditional rules for asset protection which hold that, for a beneficiary’s interest to be protected, the trust must be created by a third party:

To hold otherwise would be to give unexampled opportunity to unscrupulous persons to shelter their property before engaging in speculative business enterprises, to mislead creditors into thinking that the settlor still owned the property since he appeared to be receiving its income, and thereby work a gross fraud on creditors who might place reliance on the former prosperity and financial stability of the debtor.49

The Uniform Trust Code reiterated this rule, stating that individuals cannot shield assets from creditors, including spouses, by placing them in a trust for their own benefit,50 and “even if the trust is discretionary, spendthrift, or both, the settlor’s creditors

50 UNIF. TRUST CODE § 505 (UNIF. LAW COMM’N 2000).
can reach the maximum amount that the trustee could under any circumstances pay to the settlor or apply for the settlor’s benefit.” Accordingly, family wealth planning has historically been anchored by the use of these third-party trusts, as discussed in Part II, and these family trusts have done exactly what they were designed to do: protect assets based on the theory of donor intent.

This longstanding rule first came under attack in the 1980s when the Cook Islands amended that jurisdiction’s governing law to allow for self-settled asset protection trusts in an attempt, which would prove immensely successful, to attract foreign capital. Other offshore jurisdictions soon followed suit in allowing these “Foreign Asset Protection Trusts” (FAPTs), “and the great Offshore Boom of the 1990s came like a tidal wave.” Eager to compete for a part of this lucrative trust business, American states fought back. Alaska became the first state to enact legislation allowing Domestic Asset Protection Trusts in 1997. Several months after Alaska took this step, Delaware did the same, hoping “to maintain Delaware’s role as the most favored domestic jurisdiction for the establishment of trusts.”

51 DUKEMINIER & SITKOFF, supra note 16, at 703. The reporter for the Restatement on Trusts wrote, “it is well settled that where a person creates for his own benefit a trust with a provision restraining the voluntary or involuntary transfer of his interest, his transferee or creditor can reach his interest.” Ritchie W. Taylor, Domestic Asset Protection Trusts: The “Estate Planning Tool of the Decade” or a Charlatan?, 13 BYU J. PUB. L. 163, 167 (2013) (quoting RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TRUSTS § 156 reporter’s notes (AM. LAW INST. 1957)).

52 Stewart Sterk, Asset Protection Trusts: Trust Law’s Race to the Bottom, 85 CORNELL L. REV. 1035, 1048 (2000). “To that end, the statute include[d] numerous measures that made the Cook Islands a favorite trust situs for settlors seeking to avoid creditor claims.” Id.


55 DUKEMINIER & SITKOFF, supra note 16, at 705. Alaska and Delaware have not been shy in expressing their respective desire to become the leading trust jurisdictions—not only domestically but also as an alternative to the offshore jurisdictions which have garnered so much world-wide business in the last several years. John K. Eason, Home from the Islands: Domestic Asset Protection
Alaska and Delaware paved the way for DAPTs, seventeen other states have passed legislation authorizing these trusts.56

Playing to the presumed desire of clients to build and preserve their family legacies, trust companies continually invent new names for their trust products, offering Dynasty Trusts,57 Legacy Trusts,58 and Millennium Trusts.59 One trust company offers a “Bloodline Trust”60 and one even boldly markets a “Have Your Cake and Eat It Too” Trust (HYCET Trust®).61 What these trusts all offer is new possibilities and opportunities for individuals without generational family money to establish their own financial “legacies” and protect their own fortunes from spousal claims at divorce. That is to say, DAPTs allow newly rich trust settlers to hide their own money away in trust, while still

---

56 Connecticut, Hawaii, Indiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Wyoming, and West Virginia have also enacted legislation validating DAPTs. Following the 1986 creation of the GST exemption, states have similarly raced to change or abolish the rule against perpetuities and compete for dynasty trust business. Roughly $100 billion in trust assets has migrated into states that have provided for dynasty trusts.


potentially benefitting from the assets, and receive the asset protection of a conventional trust.

B. Marketing Romance and Providing Asset Protection

While the marketing of DAPTs takes many forms and targets a number of users – from doctors potentially subject to large malpractice claims to entrepreneurs and financial speculators in high-risk industries – trust companies quickly discovered the connection between trusts and divorce. And because of the enhanced protections that DAPTs offer against creditors in general, trust companies, wealth managers, and financial planners began heavily marketing DAPTs as a new and improved alternative to prenuptial agreements. The new narrative – put forth by both the trust companies as well as wealth managers – is this: prenups are fine, but premarital trusts are even better. No wealth manager, of course, will advise against a prenuptial agreement, if a prenup is the only form of protection that a couple is considering. Nevertheless, most wealth managers will tell clients that prenuptial agreements are not sufficient, especially when significant assets are at stake. One lawyer remarks: “Prenuptial agreements are good, but there are numerous personal and legal issues that deter couples from actually executing a prenuptial agreement.”62 Another lawyer is more specific about what can go wrong with a prenup:

Spouses attempt many strategies to circumvent a prenuptial agreement with success. A spouse can attempt to prove they had been tricked, coerced or were the victim of bad intent when they agreed. A spouse can also try to prove that the document was never signed, that their attorney was ineffective or the prenuptial agreement is outrageous (maybe it wasn’t when signed, but it is now). Spouses also attempt to prove that the agreement was signed without adequate knowledge of the other spouse’s assets. Any of these can nullify a prenuptial agreement and at the very least pull the other spouse into a

---

prolonged divorce proceeding, and possibly push you into a settlement.\textsuperscript{63}

Wealth managers also warn that many jurisdictions “take a robust approach to family wealth structures,”\textsuperscript{64} meaning that the courts are willing to break up family wealth at divorce, and wealth managers routinely stress the significant discretion that family court judges have, emphasizing the uneven and unpredictable results that follow if a prenup is challenged in court.\textsuperscript{65}

One option that advisors sometimes recommend is to do both – execute a prenup and use a DAPT, the “belt and suspenders”\textsuperscript{66} approach. Trust companies and lawyers generally ad-

\textsuperscript{64} TAYLOR WESSING LLP, \textit{supra} note 1, at 33.
\textsuperscript{65} Wealth managers also warn that even placing family assets in a discretionary asset-protection trust might not suffice to protect them at divorce. High-profile divorces such as the 2014 Poon case in which the wife of Otto Poon received a payout of over HK$700 million after trust assets were determined to be marital property have reinforced this message. Jennifer Hughes, \textit{Hong Kong Divorce Case Rattles Family Trust Industry}, FIN. TIMES, July 17, 2014, https://www.ft.com/content/f953e8e4-0d92-11e4-815f-00144feabdc; see also Abby Schultz, \textit{Prenuptial Agreements Gain Traction in Asia}, BARRON’S (Dec. 18, 2015), https://www.barrons.com/articles/prenuptial-agreements-gain-traction-in-asia-1450409202.

\textsuperscript{66} See Rachel Emma Silverman, \textit{Beyond the Prenup: Families Increasingly Turn to Trust to Protect Assets, Inheritances from Ex Spouses}, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 22, 2005), https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB112735445722148247 (explaining that “[p]rotecting wealth from the financial ravages of divorce has long been a key concern of families”).

Because of the possibility of a court rewriting the intent of the parties based on equitable principles, a better way to ensure protection of separate property prior to a marriage includes the use of irrevocable trusts, including a DAPT, which can be used by either party to provide enhanced asset protection for separate assets. I would argue that while a prenuptial agreement and DAPT are similar tools, a DAPT is superior and more powerful tool. Why? Prenuptial agreements are contracts and like any contract, can be misconstrued or equitably rewritten by a judge. Of course, you can have both as well, as a sort of belt and suspender approach, to provide a prenuptial contract for your understanding with your spouse and a DAPT to protect the assets that the spouse agrees not to pursue.

Randall A. Denha, \textit{For Better or for Worse—Prenuptial Agreement or Domestic Asset Protection Trust}, DENHA & ASSOCs. PLLC BLOG, http://denhalaw.com/
vise, however, that the DAPT alone is sufficient and that the DAPT-only approach even has additional benefits. Specifically, trust companies and wealth managers highlight that – unlike pre-nuptial agreements – DAPTs can be created by one fiancé unilaterally. Accordingly, DAPTs are characterized as a good alternative to pre-marital contracts because they help fiancés avoid “awkward” conversations about money during wedding planning. One lawyer explains the problem with prenuptial agreements: “The bottom line is that while many couples are delighted to share their lives together when entering into a marriage, they may feel uncomfortable sharing information about their net worth.”

A Delaware trust company, responsive to this concern, states that DAPTs act as a substitute for prenuptial agreements but with the added advantage that they help individuals avoid negotiations. An article in the American Bar Association newsletter describes the utility of the DAPT by similarly underscoring the “low-stress” angle these trusts provide and remarking that this approach is well-suited to any individuals who are contemplating asset protection upon marriage but “would like to do so quietly and without any hassle.” One website offering asset protection advice even offers this advice:

Consequently, when a prenuptial agreement is impractical, undesirable, or potentially unenforceable, a DAPT is an effective alternative, provided that it is created and funded prior to the wedding (with the additional benefit of protecting the DAPT’s assets from an elective share claim by a surviving spouse). There is no requirement to disclose the creation of the trust, to ask the future spouse to sign it, or to disclose financial assets. Alternatively, a DAPT used in combination with a prenuptial agreement can also be an effective strategy.

---

Shapiro et al., supra note 62.
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So, asset protection plans do not even have to be disclosed to the future spouse; or if you want to be really tricky, you can show the future spouse that she is a beneficiary. You can say, honey, I’ve made you rich. You are now the beneficiary of my asset protection plan. This thing has some money in it and you’re going to be fine. Well, a week later you can change the beneficiary designation at any time. You don’t have to tell her. You’re not obligated to tell her. You don’t even need her consent to do the trust.70

Based on this idea of avoiding awkward conversations and the ability of the intended spouse to act unilaterally, trust companies and wealth planners subsequently market DAPTs as the “romantic” option, while prenups are characterized as “unromantic” and tied to communication challenges.71 Wealth managers make the comparison very directly: “Due to the unromantic pitfalls of negotiating a family property settlement the week of the wedding, some proactive individuals are avoiding the prenup altogether.”72 Another lawyer observes: “Many wealthy individuals choose to forgo a prenup altogether, for fear that it will dim the ardor of romance—and for them a premarital trust is a good alternative.”73

---


71 As one lawyer remarks: “As a practical matter, asking a future spouse to enter into a prenuptial agreement often causes discomfort to blossoming love relationships.” Shapiro, supra note 62.


One benefit of utilizing a trust rather than a prenuptial agreement is that the creation of a trust does not require the signature of the other party to the marriage. One party can make the unilateral decision to put his or her assets in a trust prior to the marriage. Also, the settlor does not need to inform the other party of the existence of the trust. This can eliminate the potential of offending or insulting the other party, which could have potentially put a strain on the relationship.


Perhaps the most significant benefit of DAPTs, however, is the amount of asset protection that these trusts provide at divorce – a benefit that is discussed in depth by practitioners and certainly alluded to by the trust companies. Delaware trust companies advertise “extra breaks, including stronger protection from creditors and exclusion of assets in divorce proceedings.”

---

Another lawyer suggests DAPTs because “utilizing Domestic Asset Protection Trusts in the pre-marital planning process greatly reduces the chances of a successful attack resulting in the equitable distribution of property brought to the marriage.”75 Marketing for Nevada trust companies is straight-to-the-point: “Nevada is one of two states that have no exception creditors. This includes divorcing spouses.”76 That asset protection at divorce is a highly desirable feature and one that is sought after by clients, as the Annual Domestic Asset Protection Trust State Rankings Chart makes clear (see image).77 This rankings chart demonstrates that states clearly compete in offering trust settlors varied opportunities to shield assets from marital property and spousal support claims. Nevada, for example “has apparently chosen to be even more competitive by providing for no statutory creditor exceptions [including spouses] to the self-settled spendthrift trust features of its legislation.”78 Oklahoma law, likewise, bars spouses from access to trust assets at divorce, as does Wyoming.79 Wyoming DAPT law, moreover, shields trust assets from spousal and child support claims when the settlor is thirty days or more in default.80 Other states give more weight to spousal claims, but doing so lowers their ranking and may make their jurisdiction less attractive to clients for trust formation purposes.

79 STATE RANKINGS CHARTS, supra note 77.
80 Id.
This is not to say that there are no limits whatsoever on the use of DAPTs as premarital trusts in the states that have adopted them. Some states require a certain amount of time before the marriage before granting asset protection. For example, assets in an Alaskan or Hawaiian DAPT are not protected at divorce unless the DAPT was created more than thirty days before the marriage or written notice was provided to the to-be spouse. These constraints are not, however, burdensome, and neither are they a large part of the marketing message circulated by the trust industry and practitioners. These constraints are also, certainly, of a different order from the requirements that accompany the drafting and execution of a prenuptial agreement.

In this new landscape of DAPTs, then, prenups are characterized as difficult to execute, subject to challenge, the source of difficult conversations, and “unromantic.” DAPTs, on the other hand, are described as the better option because they allow for unilateral action and flexible timing while avoiding awkward exchanges about wealth and property.

81 Amy J. Amundsen, Domestic Asset Protection Trusts in Divorce Litigation, 29 J. AM. ACAD. MATRIM. L. 1, 11-12 (2016), https://cdn.ymaws.com/aaml.org/resource/collection/385FDCDA-028C-494C-8530-7641053BD254/MAT106_9.pdf A greater number of states (Delaware, Mississippi, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island, South Dakota, and Tennessee) require notice if the DAPT is created during the marriage. Id at 12. In South Dakota, marital property transferred into the DAPT is protected at divorce, but only if the spouse received notice in the form provided by the statute or provided written consent after having received substantially similar notice. Id. The statute directs that any letter of notice containing the following language, in capital letters and at the top of the letter:

“YOUR SPOUSE IS CREATING A PERMANENT TRUST INTO WHICH PROPERTY IS BEING TRANSFERRED. YOUR RIGHTS TO THIS PROPERTY MAY BE AFFECTED DURING YOUR MARRIAGE, UPON DIVORCE (INCLUDING THE PAYMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT OR ALIMONY OR A DIVISION OR DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY IN A DIVORCE), OR AT THE DEATH OF YOUR SPOUSE.”

Id. The notice must also describe the property being transferred. Id at 13. The spouse may request a copy of the trust document and is advised to seek independent legal counsel. Failure to object after notice is construed as consent. S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 5516-15(3)(a); Codified Laws, S.D. LEGISLATURE, https://sdlegislature.gov/Statutes/Codified_Laws/2073006.
C. New Asset Protection Trusts in the Courtroom

Despite all the work and planning that wealth managers put into safeguarding assets, there is a critical question that remains: how do DAPTs fare in the courtroom? The answer so far is ambiguous, as DAPT divorce cases have produced mixed results, often turning at this preliminary stage on conflict of law questions.\(^{82}\) \textit{Dahl v. Dahl} illustrates the types of DAPT divorce issues that are currently showing up in court. Charles and Kim Dahl were married and lived in Utah for almost eighteen years before the husband filed for divorce in 2006, beginning proceedings that the district court called a “train wreck.”\(^{83}\) Charles was a cardiologist and Kim had worked as an interior designer and school counselor for a short time before the marriage. During the marriage, she was primarily a stay-at-home parent and the primary caretaker of two children.\(^{84}\) One of the main issues in this “contentious” divorce were the assets that Charles had placed in a trust that he created in Nevada in 2002, the Dahl Family Irrevocable Trust, naming himself as beneficiary and his brother C. Robert Dahl and the Nevada State Bank as co-trustees. Charles initially funded the trust with 97% of the shares in Marlette Enterprises, a Utah real estate investment company (LLC) that he owned and that was valued at approximately $1 million. The following year, the couple jointly transferred the deed to their primary residence to the trust. Despite the fact that the couple lived in Utah, Nevada was listed as place of domicile in the trust’s choice of law provision.

When divorce proceedings began, Kim sought a share of assets in trust on the grounds that they were marital property. The Utah district court concluded that Kim had no interest in trust assets both because of the choice-of-law provision and because

\(^{82}\) Courts have found against granting jurisdiction to the state of trust settlement in other creditor contexts—notably in \textit{In re Huber}, 493 B.R. 798, 807–09 (Bankr. W.D. Wash. 2013), a case about a real estate developer trying to shield his assets through the use of a DAPT. At least one commentator has argued that these types of trusts should be protected as a matter of supporting trustor intent. \textit{See Brendan Duffy, In States We “Trust”: Self-Settled Trusts, Public Policy, and Interstate Federalism}, 111 NW. U. L. REV. 205 (2016).


\(^{84}\) \textit{Id. at 575.}
the trust was irrevocable,\^{85} but the Utah Supreme Court disagreed on appeal. Charles admitted that at least some part of the trust assets were marital property and, consequently, the court stated: “Thus, to the extent that the Trust corpus contains marital property, Utah has a strong interest in ensuring that such property is equitably divided in the parties’ divorce action.”\^{86} Ultimately, the court concluded that Kim’s interest in the marital home was undeniably marital property and there was an open question as to what, if any, percentage of the real estate company was marital property.\^{87} The larger message that the court sent in its conclusion was that the trust’s choice-of-law provision was invalid and Nevada’s highly protectionist trust law did not save Charles from claims to marital assets in the trust.

The twist in the case—and the resolution—depended, however, on what was likely a mistake in trust drafting. The main reason that the court concluded some portion of the trust assets were reachable by Kim at divorce was because the court determined that the trust was revocable—not irrevocable as Charles claimed. The trust agreement stated: “The Trust hereby established is irrevocable. Settlor reserves any power whatsoever to alter or amend any of the terms or provisions hereof.”\^{88} As commentators have pointed out: “[T]his provision may contain a typographical error—if one substitutes ‘no’ for ‘any,’ the phrase not only reads as more natural but makes sense as a provision in an irrevocable trust.”\^{89} Had the trust been correctly drafted as an irrevocable trust, it is highly possible that the outcome for Kim would have been quite different and that the DAPT would have done its intended work.

IMO Daniel Kloiber Dynasty Trust, another DAPT divorce case turning on the inclusion of trust assets, likewise involved a family business and claims by the wife to a portion of the assets

\^{85} Id. at 577.
\^{86} Id. at 579.
\^{87} Id. In addition, Ms. Dahl claims to have conveyed to the Trust her interest in Marlette Enterprises and other marital property with a value of at least $2 million. Id.
\^{88} Id. at 580.
The trust in Kloiber was a dynasty trust, a particular form of a DAPT,\footnote{Dynasty trusts are created in jurisdictions that offer enhanced asset protection and exemption from the rule against perpetuities, thereby allowing for “dynastic” wealth to accrue without termination. \textit{Id.}} that Glenn Kloiber created in 2002 with PNC bank for the benefit of his son, Daniel Kloiber. Although Glenn was the initial trust creator, Daniel was not only the primary beneficiary, with a right to withdraw up to 5\% of the net fair market value of the trust estate annually,\footnote{In addition, the Trustee ‘shall pay to or apply for [Dan’s] benefit’ such amounts as ‘shall be necessary or advisable from time to time for [Dan’s] health, education, support and maintenance.’ \textit{Id.} § 1.1.3. The Trustee also may use funds from the trust estate to provide and maintain a personal residence for Dan. \textit{Id.} § 1.1.7.” \textit{In re Kloiber}, 98 A.3d 924, 929 (Del. Ch. 2014).} Daniel was also quickly given special powers of appointment\footnote{That permitted him to appoint the principal of the trust estate to the “wife of the Grantor’s son,” to his blood relations, or to a charitable organization. \textit{Id.}} and was named as a “special trustee,” with sole authority to direct the trustee regarding investment decisions, distributions, and trustee selection.\footnote{The Special Trustee possessed powers including the following: “Sole authority to direct the Trustee with respect to investment of the trust estate, \textit{id.} § 9.1; Sole authority to direct the Trustee with respect to Special Holdings, \textit{id.} § 9.2; Sole authority to direct the Trustee with respect to discretionary distributions, \textit{id.} § 9.3; and Sole authority to remove and replace the Trustee, \textit{id.} § 9.4.” \textit{Id.} at 931–32.} Moreover, the assets in the trust were primarily Daniel’s. Glenn initially funded the trust with approximately $15,000. The real wealth, however, was placed in trust by Daniel less than a year later, when Daniel sold 99.45\% of his shares in Exstream Software (a company that he had founded and still co-owned) to the trust for “an unsecured promissory note with a face amount of $6 million.”\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 932.} By 2008, the trust had sold all of this stock for approximately $310 million.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} The trust, therefore, offered maximum asset protection and tax benefits while still giving Daniel signifi-
cant control over the trust wealth, which derived primarily from the sale of his company.97

When Daniel filed for divorce in 2010, his wife, Beth, argued that the trust assets were marital property. The Kentucky court, presiding over the divorce because of the couple’s domicile in Kentucky, froze all the couple’s asset including the assets in trust,98 after which Daniel resigned as special trustee—transferring the power to his son. As a result of the freeze, the Delaware trust company (PNC) sought a declaration that Delaware’s Court of Chancery had exclusive jurisdiction over all matters pertaining to the trust, excluding all other courts including the Kentucky Family Court.99 Unpersuaded, the Delaware court concluded that the Delaware Court of Chancery possessed exclusive jurisdiction with respect to other Delaware courts.100 Moreover, the court remarked: “This case differs from a situation where parties have agreed voluntarily by contract to an exclusive forum. Beth did not execute the Trust Agreement, nor is there any indication that she chose explicitly or implicitly to become bound by its terms.”101 In other words, the use of the trust as a mechanism for apportioning property rights was not, the court concluded, the same as a prenuptial contract that had been reviewed and consented to by both parties. Ultimately, the parties settled and some (undisclosed) portion of the dynasty DAPT assets were severed from the original trust and placed in a new trust for Beth. The question of what portion of the trust assets were marital, if any, was circumvented by private settlement and left unanswered. The takeaways for wealth managers were that exclusive jurisdiction was not necessarily exclusive and that safeguarding


98 Kloiber, 98 A.3d at 933. A subsequent order additionally prohibited Daniel from “taking action to facilitate, request or procure any change in any of the liquid, cash or cash equivalent investments within the [dynasty trust], or within the entities within the [dynasty trust].” Id. at 934.

99 Id. at 938 (citing 12 DEL. CODE § 3572(a)).

100 Id. at 939 (concluding not only that Delaware did not have exclusive jurisdiction, but also that Delaware did not have primary jurisdiction).

101 Id. at 940 (citing Garretson v. Garretson, 306 A.2d 737, 740 (Del. 1973)).
assets from distribution by a divorce court was a trickier proposition than originally imagined.¹⁰²

Other cases, such as the high-profile Bosarge case, similarly have settled before courts can rule on the efficacy of DAPTs in keeping assets out of reach of divorcing spouses. The Bosarge divorce has been covered extensively in the popular press because of the enormous wealth involved and the intricate complex of trusts that Ed Bosarge created to shield assets from all creditors, including the wife he was divorcing. Ed and Marie Bosarge married in 1989, before Ed Bosarge made billions through the company he co-founded, Quantlab, a high-frequency trading company. Their marriage lasted over thirty years – during which time Ed developed and profited from Quantlab – until 2017 when Ed served Marie with divorce papers just as she was “putting the finishing touches on their newest pad, a $45 million Georgian mansion in billionaire haven Belgrave Square.”¹⁰³ when her husband served her with the divorce papers. Marie was surprised, one article recounts, because “she assumed Ed would see it as too expensive to divorce her since the couple didn’t have a prenuptial property agreement and Texas is a community property state—meaning everything earned during their marriage, including those Quantlab profits, would be jointly owned.”¹⁰⁴

What Marie failed to realize or consider was the fact that their communal assets had been almost entirely poured into South Dakota DAPTs. Accordingly, when Ed filed for divorce, he claimed that

the couple’s community property assets total just $25 million since an array of trusts own not only his Quantlab stock, but also their homes in Houston, Aspen, London and Maine and the 72-acre island in the Bahamas where they docked their three (trust-owned) yachts, includ-


¹⁰⁴ Id.
ing the eponymous 180-foot Marie, complete with a baby grand piano.105

Ed’s lawyers claimed that neither Ed nor Marie were the owners of any of those properties, properties that had served as marital homes and that the couple had used and enjoyed over the years. The South Dakota trust company was the true owner. Bosarge even had a million-dollar necklace he had given Marie reposessed, stating in his depositions: “That wasn’t a gift; that was specifically bought by the trust. It was a specific investment.”106

South Dakota rules for DAPTs worked in Ed’s favor, both during the marriage and at divorce. Marie claimed that she never received trust accountings in her capacity as a trust beneficiary; moreover, she was not notified when she was removed as a beneficiary from the trust. Moreover, during the divorce, “a South Dakota court turned down [Marie’s] attempt to get discovery of key trust documents.”107 South Dakota trust privacy rules enabled all these various forms of secrecy and fostered, in this case, a complete lack of transparency that made Marie’s quest to prove that a large portion of the trust assets were community property even more daunting. One trust lawyer stated in an article about the divorce: “South Dakota is almost bulletproof,”108 and another article about the case observed that “[s]everal divorce attorneys and others familiar with trust law said they know of no precedent in which an aggrieved spouse has successfully accessed the assets in a South Dakota trust in a court-ordered divorce settlement.”109 Marie Bosarge likely walked away from her divorce a rich woman; nevertheless on account of her husband’s use of DAPTs, she also likely received significantly less than she would have had he owned the assets outright.

Only one case has worked its way through the courts in which DAPTs have worked as marital agreements in a way that replicates the more contractual and consensual characteristics of

105  Id.
106  Id.
108  Helman, supra note 103.
109  Taylor, supra note 107.
a standard pre- or post-nuptial agreement. The 2017 case from Nevada, *Klabacka v. Nelson*, involved spouses, Eric and Lynita Nelson, who married in 1983 and ten years into the marriage signed a separate property agreement (SPA) that transmuted their community assets into separate property. After almost another decade, in 2001, the spouses each funded their own DAPT with separate property. Both spouses named the same independent trustee and both spouses retained the right to veto any distribution made from the discretionary spendthrift trusts. From the inception of the trust until Eric filed for divorce in 2009, the spouses made a number of gifts from one trust to the other.

Upon filing for divorce in 2009, however, Eric claimed “the SPA and trust agreements were signed in an effort to protect the parties’ assets from creditors and that much of the property contained within the trusts was community property.” The district court found that “the testimony of the parties clearly established that the intent of creating the spendthrift trusts was to provide maximum protection from creditors and was not intended to be a property settlement in the event that the parties divorced.” Moreover, the district court noted that they could have invalidated either or both of the trusts “under theories of constructive trust or unjust enrichment.” Consequently, the district court ordered an equalization of $8.7 million in total trust assets and ordered both lump-sum spousal support and child support arrearages to be paid from Eric’s trust.

On appeal, the Nevada Supreme Court wholly disagreed. At the outset of its analysis, the Nevada Supreme Court swiftly concluded that the SPA was valid because “[b]oth parties were apprised of the legal consequences of the agreement by their attorney. Additionally, Lynita had her own outside counsel review the agreement prior to signing and provide additional legal advice regarding the consequences of the SPA.” Moreover, the trusts were also valid because they had been executed according to all relevant formalities and the intention of each spouse had

---

111 *Id.* at 944.
112 *Id.*.
113 *Id.* at 944.
114 *Id.* at 947.
been clear.\textsuperscript{115} Because both trusts were valid and because there was no evidence that either trust contained community property, the court concluded that the district court had erred in ordering an equalization payment between trusts, stating that such a payment would contravene the discretionary nature of the trust and “would require the trustee to make a distribution outside the scope of the trust agreement and, perhaps more importantly, would run afoul of [the Nevada code] which prohibits payments made pursuant to or by virtue of any legal process.”\textsuperscript{116} For similar reasons, the court concluded that the district court erred in ordering spousal support and child support arrears to come out of Eric’s trust and reiterated that “Nevada’s statutory framework explicitly protects spendthrift trust assets from the personal obligations of beneficiaries.”\textsuperscript{117}

Ultimately, then, the trusts worked as intended and by design, allowing Eric and Lynita to each protect their assets, even at divorce; the difference here is that the trusts were created with intention, with transparency between spouses, and with attentiveness to the nature of the property being put into trust. In this way, these trusts looked like a postnuptial agreement as opposed to the “secret” or “stealth” premarital trusts recommended by trust companies and wealth managers.

\textbf{III. What Harms Arise from Premarital Trusts?}

The questions that ultimately arise from this phenomenon of family trusts and DAPTs being used as a replacement for pre- and postnuptial agreements is whether they are creating harms within marriage and, if so, who is bearing the burden of these harms. The answer to the first question – whether the use of these trusts creates harms to spouses – is likely affirmative, as the cases show. Traditional asset protection trusts still work to keep family wealth from a divorcing spouse at divorce while DAPTs,

\textsuperscript{115} Id. at 949. “Here, both Eric’s Trust and Lynita’s Trust are valid Nevada SSSTs with plain, unambiguous language indicating a clear intent to create a spendthrift trust.” The court did however conclude that “the district court erred by not tracing the assets contained within the trusts . . . if community property exists within the trusts, the district court shall make an equal distribution of that community property.” Id.

\textsuperscript{116} Id. at 950.

\textsuperscript{117} Id. at 952.
marketed and sold as substitutes for marital agreements and contracts, are being used to decrease transparency in marital wealth planning, strip spouses of marital wealth that would otherwise be subject to distribution at divorce, and safeguard one spouse’s money from the other’s support claims. DAPTs, then, by design contravene principles of marital and economic partnership without providing any true assurance that this manner of regulating marital wealth has been ratified by both spouses.

The question of who bears the harms, however, may be more complicated. As the Klabacka case demonstrates, there are cases in which concern may be minimal, if both spouses are parties to the planning and enter into a trust-based marital arrangement with full counsel and consent. Cases in which both parties use trusts to protect their own wealth, earned or obtained before marriage, certainly generate less cause for concern. This kind of planning tends to arise particularly in second and third marriages, when spouses enter into marriage with their own wealth and are looking not only to protect their assets but also provide for children from previous marriages. In these scenarios, concerns about transparency and communication might arise but concerns about wealth and power asymmetries as well as trusts being used to strip one spouse of marital wealth accumulated over the life of a long-term marriage may be less acute. The cases that are beginning to trickle into divorce courts around the country evidence however that the harms of these trusts are being born by women in long-term, high-wealth marriages defined by a great degree of specialized household labor and significant wealth asymmetry.

To begin with, at least in the current context of gender and marriage, the harms of these trusts are more likely to fall on women at divorce because trusts are more likely to be created by men – that is to say, those individuals with wealth to protect, access to sophisticated estate planning advice, and the financial capacity to forgo full rights to the assets by placing them in an

irrevocable trust. As the cases reviewed in the previous parts of this article confirm, it is much more common to see men taking steps to protecting their wealth before or during marriage than women. Women in general possess less wealth than men, at all points on the wealth spectrum. Single women are, in fact, the lowest wealth-holders and within that group the level of wealth varies according to race and ethnicity. Whereas the median wealth for single white women is $41,500, the median wealth for single black and Hispanic women is $100 and $120 respectively. Married women, overall, possess more wealth than single women and this is attributable to the fact that their wealth is generally measured by couple: “Married households are significantly wealthier than non-married households . . . . Never-married women’s median net worth is just $2,500 compared to the

119 Because we do not have data on who creates trusts, we are reliant on legal disputes to bring the trust claims to light and reveal what kinds of trusts are being created with what kinds of governing terms. Certainly, women also create trusts and, as women gain more wealth, perhaps marketing will be more directed at women. Nevertheless, the trust companies in their current marketing are targeting men, which maps on to the cases that are coming into court.


121 Mariko Chang, Lifting as We Climb, INSIGHT CTR. COMMUNITY ECON. DEV. (2010), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5c50b84131d4d5265e7392d/t/5c5c7801ee212d4d499ba39/1549563907681/Lifting_As_We_Climb_InsightC- CED_2010.pdf. This statistic points to another likelihood, which is that even among men, men of color are less likely than white men to create trusts because of the differences is wealth and the racial wealth gap. From the outset, white families are more likely to inherit than their black counterparts and among those families receiving inheritances, black families receive less: “Blacks received 8 cents of inheritance for every dollar inherited by whites.” Cedric Her- ring & Loren Henderson, Wealth Inequality in Black and White: Cultural and Structural Sources of the Racial Wealth Gap, 8 RACE & SOC. PROBS. 4, 8 (2016) (quoting T. SHAPIRO, THE HIDDEN COST OF BEING AFRICAN AMERICAN: HOW WEALTH PERPETUATES INEQUALITY 69 (2004)). Even in the upper echelons of wealth: “The 99th percentile black family is worth a mere $1.574,000 while the 99th percentile white family is worth over 12 million dollars.” William Darity Jr. et al., What We Get Wrong About Closing the Racial Wealth Gap, INSIGHT CTR. COMMUNITY ECON. DEV. 2 (2018), https://socialequity.duke.edu/sites/socialeq- uity.duke.edu/files/site-images/FINAL%20COMPLETE%20REPORT_.pdf.
$148,700 median net worth of married individuals.” 122 Even at the very top levels of wealth, women experience the gender wealth gap and on the 2021 Forbes billionaire list, out of 2,755 billionaires, only 328 (12%) were women, and the majority of those women inherited at least a portion of their wealth, usually from a father. 123

Pressing on the question of who holds the wealth within marriage, recent studies conclude that in most cases marital wealth derives primarily from the husband, at least in different-sex marriages. 124 This is especially true in high-wealth families, the same ones who tend to use trusts in their financial planning. In these high-wealth, “1%” families, married households rarely qualify for one percent status based on women’s income alone. In 2016, women’s income was sufficient for one percent status in only 1 in 20 elite households . . . . [and] women’s income is not necessary for the vast majority of married households to meet the one percent threshold. 125

This is not only because women tend to own less wealth than men but also because, despite some changes in the conventional pattern, women tend to marry men with higher incomes than their own. 126 What these studies as a whole suggest, then, is “a persistent male dominance of income resources in elite families.” 127 Based on these gendered patterns of wealth-holding within marriage, Lily Kahng suggests that women are the ones in a marriage who are “less likely to benefit from spousal transfer provisions such as the marital deduction, gift splitting, or QTIP trusts, simply because they have less wealth to transfer.” 128


124 There is less data on patterns of wealth-holding in same-sex marriages and what inequalities exist there.


127 Yavorsky et al., supra note 125.

the same logic, women are also less likely to establish DAPTs and use premarital trusts as a part of their wealth management and financial planning. As Kahng also suggests, women may tend to use these kinds of asset protection trusts less than men even when they do hold wealth because “trusts are used predominantly by wealthy husbands and appear to reflect a ‘deeply patriarchal outlook.’”

The financial harm these women experience at divorce is compounded because women in high-wealth marriages are also more likely to specialize household labor and work at home rather than in the paid labor market, thereby exacerbating their lack of individual wealth. Drawing again on recent studies: “When a man is the primary breadwinner, 70 percent of women in elite households don’t participate in the labor force . . . . When a woman’s income is enough to put the household in the top 1 percent, men stay home about 22 percent of the time.” Another report found “that 46 percent of the mothers whose husbands earned at least $250,000 a year don’t work for pay.” Accordingly, the women in high-wealth marriages – whose marital wealth is more likely to be structured by marital trusts – are also more likely to have marriages that follow extremely conventional and gendered scripts for marital roles. Their marriages are “gender-full.” These women are more likely to focus their full time and attention on running the household and caretaking, and therefore rely heavily on a court to equalize marital wealth at divorce, compensating them for indirect contributions to the marital wealth. In these marriages, women, many of them with
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131 Robert VerBruggen & Wendy Wang, The Real Housewives of America: Dad’s Income and Mom’s Work, INST. FAM. STUD. (Jan. 23, 2019), https://if-studies.org/blog/the-real-housewives-of-america-dads-income-and-moms-work. Also, just over a third of mothers married to men earning less than $25,000 a year are not in the workforce. Id.
advanced, professional degrees and work experience, have depended on modern legal understandings of marital partnership as a safeguard to allow them to opt out of paid labor. The migration of marital wealth into asset protection trusts, however, has the capacity to undermine any implied bargains made between spouses about the division of household labor. Ultimately, then, because of sizeable gender and racial wealth gaps – which predict that white couples are more likely to hold wealth and that within that set of predominantly white couples the man is more likely to be the wealthy spouse – the particular harm wrought by DAPTs in marriage planning falls primarily on white women. These women are privileged within marriage and even at divorce they retain and benefit from more than a modicum of privilege in both economic and social terms. Consequently, it may seem as if the problems that plague these women, revealed in part by the use of asset protection trusts, are remote from larger social concerns, involving as they do only a small and circumscribed group of privileged actors. Looking at the effects through a broad frame, however, it is possible to suggest that these concerns have more generalizable implications that can amplify the effects. One troubling dimension of the use of these trusts is what this trend might reveal about social understandings or acceptance of marital partnership and shifts away from transparency – a value that prenuptial agreements instantiate and work to actualize. Another reason we might care about the use of these trusts is the relationship between premarital trusts and wealth inequality. The use of asset protection trusts in marital planning provides a critical look into the legal mechanisms that intensify gender and racial wealth gaps over time.


134 Women in same-sex marriages are less likely, as Kahng points out, to be in high-wealth marriages based on their own incomes (although there are certainly exceptions, see United States v. Windsor, 570 U.S. 744 (2013). Add cite And there is little data about men in same-sex marriages, although speculatively they are less likely to specialize in household labor and be egalitarian within marriage, particularly if there are no children in the home. With an increasing number of children in these marriages and households, however, high-wealth same-sex marriages may begin to look more like different-sex marriages than they do presently – that is to say they may become more gender-full. For more on this, see Allison Tait, Divorce Equality, 90 WASH. L. REV. 1245 (2015).
Trust settlors – mostly, at least for now, white men in different-sex marriages – are using trusts to solidify their wealth at the expense of other parties. These trust settlors already benefit from privilege in creating wealth and the trust laws around asset protection trusts let these individuals consolidate and entrench their wealth. Moreover, this entrenchment comes at the potential expense of their spouses and, ultimately, perhaps even at the expense the larger social collective that supports these ex-spouses and their children when a husband’s asset are locked away in trust, unavailable for distribution. Accordingly, the role of premarital asset protection trusts in regulating household economies produces inequality within the household, and it may also produce inequality in the larger context. For all these reasons, it may be beneficial to inquire more deeply into what level of tolerance trust law maintains with respect to premarital trusts.

Conclusion

The use of trusts in marriage planning is a traditional practice in high-wealth families, both historically and presently. Trusts have been the preferred mechanism because they offer asset protection that safeguards the family fortune from multiple kinds of creditors, including divorcing spouses. Moreover, unlike prenuptial contracts – the premarital trust’s recently arrived competitor – the trust does not necessarily require any form of asset disclosure, independent review by the other spouse, or even notice to the other spouse. This is especially true of the new generation of asset protection trusts that are being specifically marketed as alternatives to the prenuptial agreement. These trusts expand the population that can establish premarital trusts by allowing individuals to place their own assets in trust and receive protection rather than depending on a third party to create such a trust. While conventional trusts still consistently and successfully protect family wealth, as caselaw demonstrates, cases involving DAPTs are just beginning to work their way onto divorce court dockets. As the use of these trusts increases and more states consider adopting them, however, it may be useful to press on the question of effects and interrogate more fully the gendered harms and equality harms that result from the use of these trusts – and asset protection trusts more generally – in marriage planning. Upon further inquiry, tolerance for these trusts
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may decrease as their role in disrupting economic partnership, diminishing marital transparency, and entrenching gendered forms of wealth inequality becomes increasingly well-defined.